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The sea and the beach – brought to you by Zrinjevac
July in Zagreb comes with tons of fun and loads of events, from Summer by the Sava to the 

Zg KUL program – which you can read more about in this issue of Zagreb For You. Still, 
everyone is still dreaming about the sea and the beach. Not to worry – Zrinjevac is here 

to deliver. For the third year in a row, the park will transform into a beach with the Sea of 
Books, offering free bestsellers, cocktails and sunbathing.
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Zagreb’s fountains are must-sees 
– from Meštrović’s Well of Life at 
the Croatian National Theater, to 
the city entrance’s gushing 
guardians by the National and 
University Library. Manduševac on 
Ban Jelačić Square was Zagreb’s 
most famous fount for centuries, 
while its oldest once stood 
on St. Mark’s Square*. But, 
considered the first is: The 
Mushroom. A work by renowned 
Zagreb architect Herman Bolle, the 
fountain was finished in 1893 in 
Zrinjevac park. Locals named it The 
Porcini, aka The Mushroom, for its 
funny look. Its quirks didn’t stop 
there though – the fountain kept 
flooding Zrinjevac! In 1975, The 
Mushroom got a makeover – and 
with granite replacing stone, it was 
bye-bye flooding.

THE MUSHROOM 
THAT FLOODED 
ZRINJEVAC Freshen up from the journey

Travel can be exhausting 
so before you dive into the 
hard-core sightseeing – 
freshen up. Grab a punnet of 
fresh seasonal fruit (think lo-
cally grown cherries) from a 
street corner. If you arrive to 
Zagreb by train, walk to the 
nearby Zrinjevac park. Wash 
the fruit at the old pump, 
slump on a bench and enjoy 
a moment of stillness.

FIRST 
MINUTE

WORD

Smijeh
(Smee-yeh)

웃음,笑い, 笑声

laughter, Lachen, risa, 
rire, risata, riso
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*In mid-19th century, 
the oldest fountain 

was renewed and 
relocated from St. 

Mark’s Square to the 
front of Zagreb’s 

Cathedral. The 
fountain, along with 
the Virgin Mary with 

Angels statue – on 
Kaptol since 1878 – 

are both Herman 
Bolle’s work.

*
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ANJA MUTIĆ
writes for BBC Travel, the Washington 

Post and the New York Times.  
Follow her at @everthenomad

Clean is the 
new cool

MONOVIEW

Get into the  
Zagreb loop

ZAGREB 2.0

ZAGREB 
SUPERHEROES

GET INTO THE MARKET 
FRAME OF MIND
Locals love their farmers’ 
markets. And just to 
prove the point, they 
celebrate this obsession 
with Plac Mljac event 
(Jul 1–7) at Trešnjevka 
market. Head there 
to enjoy a great food 
bonanza and then stay 
on, because the party 
only starts at night.  

 PlacMljac

RIBNJAK  
PARK HAS IT ALL
Nestled behind the Za-
greb Cathedral, Ribnjak 
is hosting some great 
parties this summer. 
Head there to enjoy the 
Crossover Festival (Jul 
4–7), which brings a 
host of concerts, great 
bites and chilled drinks 
– all mixed and fused 
in an exciting multiculti 
concoction. Then there 
is the beloved Art Park 
(till Jul 21) – a relaxed 
alfresco art gallery – 
which also boasts film, 
music and sport events 
this year. Ribnjak might 
just be the coolest spot 
in town. 

THE NOCTURNAL  
SIDE OF ZAGREB
If you like cloak and 
dagger stories, get 
yourself booked for 
the Secrets of Grič 
tour. It’s an interactive 
performance that 
reveals the mysterious 
side of Zagreb. Once 
you meet the man in 
a black cloak at the 
bottom of Mesnička 
street (at 9pm), it’s all 
chills and goosebumps, 
sprinkled with historic 
and fictional characters. 
Friday tours in Croatian, 
Saturday tours in 
English. Tickets  
@ulaznice.hr 

SUMMER IN  
RETRO STYLE
Croatian poet Antun 
Gustav Matoš is the 
most photographed 
sculpture in Zagreb. 
If you want to know 
why, head there and 
enjoy the Summer at 
Matoš festival (from 
Jul 19). The style is 
vintage, dancing is 
swing, giggles are from 
the local stand-up 
comedians. It’s also the 
best view of the city.  

 ljetokodmatosa

FROM ZAGREB WITH LOVE
He’s all over the map, his cat peeks out 

from walls galore, he makes Zagreb extra 
colorful and extra lively. Lunar, whose 

real name is Slaven Kosanović, has 
headed up Zagreb’s graffiti scene for the 

past 30 years. From doodles on 
skyscrapers of Novi Zagreb and works in 

public parking garages, to Croatia’s 
biggest graffiti piece – on the Pliva 

company plant – Lunar’s art has changed 
the face of Zagreb. But he hasn’t stopped 

there. He’s graffitied in Amsterdam, 
Athens, Berlin, Havana, London, Paris, 

New York, Tokyo, Melbourne… Lunar has 
also held ten solo exhibitions, he’s a 

regular on the list of Europe’s top 100 
street artists, and most recently, he’s 

summed it all up in his book,  
Lunar: From Zagreb With Love.

If you asked me a few years ago 
what I found appealing about 

cities, “clean” and “safe” would 
never be attributes you’d hear 
come out of my mouth. But the 
more I travel and the more cities 
I get to know, Zagreb’s clean 
and orderly streetscapes start 
to speak to me in ways I never 
thought they would.

I write this in Brooklyn, New 
York, another home, another 

city that has my heart. Yet as 
I stroll around, I can’t help to 
notice the trash, the homeless, 
the edginess. After 20 years of 
calling NYC home, I’m used to 
it and it doesn’t phase me – for 
what I love about New York is a 
different story –  but the moment 
I land back in Zagreb, I notice 
how clean, green and laid-back 
it is. It’s this quality of life that 
holds a new appeal for me. A 
childless me from several years 
ago wouldn’t have noticed the 
many great benefits of living in 
a clean, safe city. The mom me 
of today can’t imagine a lovelier 
place to raise my son.  

Cities change - and so do we. 
Or at least the way we look at 

them and what we find attractive. 

Tip: When summer heat strikes, 
hide away and get lost in the shady 
forests of Maksimir park.

The height of the summer season has 
kicked off in Zagreb. Which tours do 
you recommend to first-time visitors?
First-time visitors should definitely 
take a panoramic bus ride across the 
Lower Town, through the Lenuci 
Horseshoe to the Square of the Victims 
of Fascism, then by foot to Ban Jelačić 
Square. Don’t miss the Zagreb Cathe-
dral, Dolac, Tkalčićeva Street, the Stone 
Gate, St. Mark’s Square, Ilica Street and 
the Flower Square.
The walking route that can't be 
skipped?
I recommend a walking route down 
Tkalčićeva Street, through the Grič 
tunnels to the Strossmayer promenade, 
and then through the Jagerhorn pass 
onto Ilica Street. That’s not the usual 
strolling direction but it uncovers hid-
den gems and interesting locations.
Any new guided tours in Zagreb you’d 
highlight? 
Definitely the night tours that bring 
life to the stories of Zagreb witches. 

Those tours are true 
performances by crews 
of actors. I warmly 
recommend them.
Your favorite Zagreb 
hideaways in July...
The perfect July hide-
away is Bundek Park – 
while there, don’t miss 
the nearby must-see 
Museum of Contempo-
rary Art. 
Your #1 in Zagreb?
The Museum of Broken 
Relationships – the 
most unique in the city.

Part photo, part animation, Zagreb Loop 
is all about discovering the lesser-known 
and seeing it with fresh eyes. Created by 
photographer Ogi Ivanović in cooperation 
with Zagreb Tourist Board, these short 
way-out videos unravel 
some of the city’s most 
interesting public art. 
Think murals and 
sculptures that move, 
think colors that shiver 
and throb. Check them  
@lovezagreb.hr or the 

 Visit Zagreb

Zagreb's cool 
tour galore

Žarko Gazzari, president of Zagreb Tourist Guide 
Association @vodici-zg.hr

NIGHT TOURS 
BRING LIFE TO 
THE STORIES  
OF ZAGREB 
WITCHES



National Hall, Opatička 18
This year is the first time this 
neo-classicist building, original-
ly a convent and later renovated 
in 1843 to house the mansion for 
the Drašković family, is hosting the 
Courtyards. Fun will be had on its 
front and back patio, with great vis-
tas of the city. 

Private Courtyard, Radićeva 54
The house was once home of es-
teemed Croatian author, drama-
tist and one of the founders of the 
Croatian theater – Dimitrije Demeter 
(1811-1872), who wrote librettos for 
the first national operas – Love and 
Malice (Ljubav i zloba) and Porin 
written by Vatroslav Lisinski. Check 
out the great view across the tree-
tops to Opatovina and the Cathedral.

Škrlec-Balbi Palace, Demetrova 11
This two-winged palace from the 
18th century has a unique water well 
in the middle, with a shingle-covered 
canopy. The old Zagreb townspeople 
used to call this townhouse Balbi’s 
Palace, after its last private owner, 
baroness Kornelija Balbi. Since 1952, 
it has been home to the Old Church 
Slavonic Institute, which collects and 
researches the treasures of the Croa-
tian Glagolitic culture.

Questions
1 Strolls along the squares of 
the Lenuci Horseshoe are a 
Zagreb favorite. How many 
squares are there?
a 5
b 6
c 7

2 When was Zagreb’s first high 
school opened?
a 1599.
b 1607.
c 1642.

3 Which intersection was home 
to Zagreb’s first traffic light?
a Ilica and Gundulićeva 
b Jurišićeva and Draškovićeva 
c Hebrangova and Zrinjevac 

Answers
1 c Seven squares create a green oasis 
in the city center: Zrinjevac, King 
Tomislav, Strossmayer, Starčević and 
Marulić, Mažuranac and the Republic 
of Croatia.
2 b The first high school in Zagreb 
was opened by Jesuits on Grič in 
1607. After a fire, it was moved to 
Catherine’s Square, where the Upper 
Town High School is located today.
3 c The first traffic light was set 
up in 1959 at the intersection of 
Hebrangova street and Zrinjevac 
park – the busiest intersection on the 
so-called Green Wave.

QUIZG

PEEK INTO ZAGREB'S 
HIDDEN COURTYARDS
Exploring Zagreb’s cityscape is like peeling off one layer after another 

– and many are not obvious. Just like its courtyards – inner patios 
that snuggle between buildings. Although hidden, the courtyard reveal 
Zagreb as it really is. See them for yourself Jul 12–21 during the Courtyards 
(Dvorišta) festival, when six unique Upper Town villas and palaces open 
the doors to their courtyards and patios with a program of live events, 
featuring music, food and heaps of fun. 

Private Courtyard , Opatička 19
The 18th-century wooden house 
was the birthplace of the great Cro-
atian composer and cellist Rudolf 
Matz (born 1901), one of the most 
fervent initiators of musical life in 
Zagreb. It was also home to Hed-
viga Ban, known as the great love 
of the famous Croatian composer 
Vatroslav Lisinski (1819-1854), the 
author of the first Croatian opera, 
Love and Malice.

Erdödy-Drašković Palace,  
Opatička 29 / Demetrova 17
This beautiful four-wing palace 
was the childhood home of the 
first Croatian prima donna, the 
countess Sidonija Erdödy Rubido 
(1819-1884). Since 1947, the palace 
has housed the current National 
Archive, which safeguards valuable 
documents from the city and coun-
ty’s past.

Tituš Brezovački School,  
Habdelićeva 1
Witness to many generations of 
Croatian intellectuals – for over 350 
years – this building also housed a 
cult club called Lapidarij, a nightlife 
hotspot back in the 1980s. The 
attractive atrium is hosting Court-
yards for the second year in a row.

Number of  
annual visitors: 

40,000 
Number of live  

events scheduled:  

70



Global anthropologist and Zagreb 
writer with a twist. Follow her at  

@travelhonestly.com

ANDREA PISAC

Honestly,  
be a Dalmatian 
in Zagreb

COOL
TURE

MORE INFO

Head to the Zagreb 
Riviera
Crikvenica is one of 
the closest coastal 
towns to Zagreb so 
the locals will go for 
a dip and back in a 
day. But this charm-
ing place is more than the sun and 
the sea. True, the beaches all fly the 
Blue Flag and most feature fine sand 
and pebbles. But Crikvenica also has 
gorgeous walking trails and one is 
quite famous: the 8 km-long Love 
Path which meanders along the pine 
tree-lined coast. 

N

from Zagreb
90 min

We often say that Zagreb is a 
city with two faces: a Central 

European and a Mediterranean. 
This is not a Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde 
situation. Zagreb’s unique flair is 
more of a fusion. So although it’s 
easier to spot its Central Europea-
ness ( just observe its architecture), 
you need to delve deeper to feel its 
Mediterranean dash. 

July is the perfect time to practice 
being a Dalmatian in Zagreb. And 

this means, following a certain circa-
dian rhythm. Start your days early. 
Summer mornings are bright and 
airy, a perfect time to forage for your 
greens or to do a walk, a run, even 
a hike to Sljeme. Let lunch be your 
biggest meal of the day. And let it be 
filled with colorful veggies, lightly 
steamed the lešo style, seasoned with 
olive oil. Enjoy fresh Adriatic fish 
because Zagreb fishmongers are on 
par to those on the coast. Drink some 
bevanda (diluted wine) and wait for 
that fjaka (slumber) to kick in. It’s 
time for an obligatory afternoon nap. 

Once the sun goes down, dress up 
and hit the streets. Just follow 

the murmur and the laughter and 
you’ll know where to go. Have a glass 
of wine. You can even choose the 
Dalmatian star red, plavac mali. Now 
pair it with some Pag cheese. Find a 
place with a great vista and gaze into 
distance. You’ve just experienced 
Zagreb’s Mediterranean gusto.

Tip: Head to the ‘chestnut terrace’ 
at Gradec plateau – an exquisite 
Mediterranean-style place with a wow 
view of the city. 

JOSIPA LISAC 
Croatian music diva, 
is doing a first-time 
solo performance at 
Šalata stadium. No 
better summer stage 
for this unique concert 
to celebrate 50 years 
of the one-and-only 
Josipa’s career. Jul 6. 
@josipalisac.com

ZAGREB CLASSIC 
delights with classical 
music concerts this 
summer too, on King 
Tomislav Square. 
We recommend the 
Croatian National 
Theater’s ballet 
Apoxyomenos on Sun, 
Jul 7. More info  
@ZagrebClassic

July is reserved for 
the INTERNATIONAL 
FOLKLORE FESTIVAL, 
as per tradition. Don’t 
miss the 53rd in a row, 
taking place Jul 17-21. 
Program @msf.hr

EXIT THEATER’S 10TH 
SUMMER NIGHTS will 
be held at the Museum 
of Arts and Crafts. 
Catch award-winning 
shows from Croatia, 
Serbia and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina from Jul 
27 to Aug 3.  
@teatarexit.hr

SUMMER ON 
THE MUSEUM OF 
CONTEMPORARY 
ART’S ROOFTOP 
continues to excite 
each Saturday. 
Legendary Zagreb 
hip hop duo Tram 11, 
amped up by a live 
band, performs Jul 13. 
@msu.hr

Tip: If you’re looking for 
a rush, visit Crikvenica 

Adrenaline Park. Your kids 
and your inner child  

will love it.



THE MOST USEFUL CARD
With Zagreb Card, tourists get free transport and access 
to six attractions, plus ticket discounts for more than 80 
locations. The daily card is 98KN, a three−day card is 
135KN. @zagrebcard.com

The history of Zagreb 
through two squares
Today it’s called the Square of the Republic of Croatia but this is its 
6th name in the last 150 years. It was built in the late 19th century, the 
time of Zagreb’s greatest expansion. Most of the buildings are cultural 
institutions which have made Zagreb into the capital that it is today. A 
walk from here to St. Mark’s Square is not long but it takes you deep 
into Zagreb’s history. Enjoy this unique time-travel experience. 

Capuchin Steps
Their name is the only 
reminder of the Capuchin 
order in the Upper Town. 
Sometimes known as the 
witches’ steps because the 
legend says they would use 
them to meet in Tuškanac 
forest. 

St. Mark’s Square
Arguably the center of Zagreb as well as Croatia 
because it is home both to the Croatian Parliament 
and the Croatian Government. The square is 
dominated by St. Mark’s Church, whose 
Romanesque architecture and the colorful roof are a 
true eye-candy. The church was first mentioned in 
1256 and renovated in 1882. after the earthquake.

Statue of Miroslav Krleža 
The giant of Croatian literature, Krleža is 
immortalized in this statue (work of Marija 
Ujević-Galetović) which stands across from the 
house he shared with his wife, on Gvozd 23. This is 
now Memorial Space of Miroslav and Bela Krleža. 

Grič Tunnel
This old WW2 air raid shelter has only 

recently been refurbished and open to 
visitors. The tunnel runs parallel to Ilica 

street. Not only is it a perfect hideout from 
summer heat but you can often chance 

upon various exhibitions and installations 
inside its vaults. 

Croatian National Theater
This monumental historicist building had a 

grand opening in 1895 at which even Emperor 
Franz Joseph II was present. Since then the 

Croatian National Theater has been the leader 
on the cultural scene, delighting visitors with 

drama, opera and ballet performances. The 
opulent interiors are well worth a visit. 

Music Academy
Although it’s the oldest music 

institution in Croatia, the Music 
Academy is housed in one of the 

most avantgarde buildings, 
distinguished by its rainbow-

colored roof.

Museum of Arts and Crafts
Since it opened in 1880, this 
Museum has championed the work 
of artisans and craftspeople. In 
today’s world of mass production, 
its mission has never been more 
pertinent. A perfect spot for 
exploring Croatia’s material culture. 

Faculty of Law
Founded in 1776 by Empress 

Maria Theresa, this part of the 
University of Zagreb is the oldest 
continually operating law school 
in southeast Europe. Meštrović’s 
famous sculpture The History of 

Croats graces its entrance. 

Dežman Passage
Quite inconspicuous, 
this small 
pedestrianized 
passage is an entry 
point to Zagreb’s 
lush Tuškanac forest. 
Its cafes are a perfect 
respite from the 
city’s hubbub. 

Croatian History Museum
This museum of history is located in 
the monumental Vojković Palace, 
typical of the 19th century Upper Town 
architecture. It boasts around 
300,000 objects divided  
into 17 collections. 

Ilica
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Ilica

Ban Jelačić Square

Square of the Republic of Croatia

St. Mark's 
Square



Keep cool & 
treat yourself 
to outrageous 
ice creams

TASTE OF ZAGREB

powered by 
Taste of Croatia

Zagreb has no shortage of striking photo locations – from the panorama on 
Gradec or by the funicular, to the famous Skyscraper lookout. But among 

the most popular is the Green Railway Bridge, better known as the Hendrix 
Bridge for its famous graffiti. Check out #hendrixbridge on Instagram or even 
better – snap a pic yourself.

4am

LAST  
MINUTE

Zagreb’s cure for summer 
heatwaves: cold refresh-
ments, sipped on terraces 
late into the night. This 
sunny season ritual 
even has its own street 
– Tkalčićeva. Brimming 
with clubs, restaurants 
and all kinds of fun spots, 
the popular Tkalča stays 
bustling long after mid-
night. You really can’t go 
wrong anywhere in the 
city center – but Tkalča 
can’t be missed. #tkalca

Zagreb locals are 
big on adopting, 
too: last year 867 
dogs and 229 cats 
were adopted from 

shelters.

BEAT THE HEAT  
ON TKALČA
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Croatians may not be 
known for ice cream 

like Italians, but the fro-
zen treat is an essential 
ingredient of summer in 
Zagreb. Among the sea 

of flavors and colors 
oozing temptation from 
the city’s pastry shops, 
original recipes and 
names (Dracarys, White 
Walker) from Zagreb’s 
oldest pastry shop, 
Orijent on Maksimirska 
street, no doubt stand 
out. You can find master 
Samobor manufacturer 
Medenko’s mind-blow-
ing and exciting flavors 
(coriander, chamomile, 
spinach!) in Cogito 
cafés and among bet-
ter-supplied Veronika 
delicatessens. If you 

want even more out of 
your ice cream, delica-
tessen Heritage offers 
further upgrades; think 
pumpkin seeds and oil.
Medenko 170 ml ice 
cream cup roughly 
25KNkcal 300 per 170ml

Go green before you 
go home Don’t leave 
Zagreb without check-
ing out some of its 
amazing parks. There’s 
Ribnjak with its cool Art 
Park program, Bundek 
with lakeside cafés and 
excellent children’s play-
grounds, the classy Zrin-
jevac, and the semi-wild 
Maksimir with 5 lakes and 
miles of walking trails. 
Go there for a respite 
from summer heat but 
also to catch some pretty 
cool events. 

There’s no 
doubt about it, 

Zagreb loves dogs: a 
pet cemetary was just 
opened, and more and 
more parks for pets are 
in the works. The latest 
stats show that Zagreb 

is home to 53,000 
dogs who can race 

around 72 meadows, 
11 of which are dog 

parks. The Sava 
riverbanks are 

also pet-friendly 
hangouts.

N

The Sava River waterfront is your new fun and recreation destination. Summer by the Sava 
(Ljeto na Savi) will be on until mid-August, bringing you a rich program at three locations 
– the north coast by the Hendrix Bridge, the waterfront by the Liberty Bridge and Bundek 
lake. Zagreb is bringing Sava back to the people – who loved to gather and hang out by 
the river for decades. This summer the Sava waterfront will be decked out with pavilions, 
stages, sunbathing spots and sports grounds. It goes without saying that the whole shebang 
will be – free. www.zagreb.hr

SUMMER BY THE SAVA: WATERFRONT WHOOPEE

All cameras  
on the #hendrixbridge

Liberty Bridge

Rail 
bridge

A

B

B

C

locations

location A
• Nordic walking
• Rafting on the Sava
• Chess tournaments
• Volleyball
• Group workouts

location B
• Fishing contests
• Paragliding
• Exhibitions
• Workshops
• The Festival of Tolerance
• Open-air movie screening

location C
• Horse riding
• Theater shows
• Volleyball


